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The HD Line: Who Is It For?

You have a business or residence and your own personal needs for cleaning. We have the 

system that will respond to this, without compromise. The commercial line is ideal for cleaning 

commercial and industrial buildings; veterinary clinics; hair salons; hotels; schools; pet 

grooming facilities; spa and wellness centres as well as automobile dealerships and detailing; 

to name a few!

Why 
choose our 
HD line?

Whether they are industrial, commercial or 

residential, our Heavy Duty commercial line 

will fulfill all your sanitary needs.  With the 

possibility to have 1 or 2 simultaneous users 

and to vacuum all types of residue, the Cyclo 

Vac HD systems are suited for all types of 

buildings and site cleaning.

It is an “à la carte” customized system 

and in addition to offering all the power 

of a centralized vacuum, it is also ultra 

personalized according to your specific 

needs. This commercial line is comprised 

of multi-purpose HD motor units that 

offer durability and performance; HD dust 

collectors with bag, with filters or without 

bags or filters; an innovative automatic 

wet/dry collector; heavy duty commercial 

accessories; to name a few! The possibilities 

and combinations are virtually endless!

An “à la carte” customized system

Caters to all sanitary needs 

High quality units and attachments

An outstanding commercial warranty

cyclovac.com/hd
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HD Motor 
Units

Heavy Duty Motors 
The motors found in these units are robust and powerful. They have a 7.1 inch (18 cm)  

diameter and have been treated with a special epoxy resin in order to be extra resistant to the 

effects of humidity. 

HD Warranty
Offered with a 950 hours of use limited warranty, our HD motor units have an impressive life 

span that averages between 1200 and 1500 hours. 

Unique Filtration
An exclusive carbon dust filter captures the fine black dust produced by the motor; a dust that 

otherwise is often found on the surfaces around units and in the ambient air. 

Information Center
All of our motor units are equipped with an LCD information center that shows the hours of 

usage of the system and even indicates when mechanical maintenance is recommended. 
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Installation
The HD motor units can easily be installed 

in commercial, industrial or residential 

buildings. It is possible to combine up to four 

units in a single installation and to connect 

them together in parallel or in series. They 

may also be installed completely outside 

of the working area, for a more quiet and 

discrete use inside. 

INSTALLATION IN SERIES

INSTALLATION IN PARALLEL
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HD800 − 2-stage motor HD801 − 3-stage motor

Airwatts 495 AW 530 AW

Air flow 115.8 CFM / 196.9 CMH 102.5 CFM / 174.3 CMH

Water lift H2O 124.6 in / 3164.8 mm 145.9 in / 3705.9 mm

MAX amps 13.5 A 14.3 A

Voltage 120 V 120 V

Number of motors 1 1

Turbines per motor 2 3

Height 17 in / 43.2 cm 17 in / 43.2 cm

Diameter 14 in / 35.8 cm 14 in / 35.8 cm 

Weight 24.6 lb / 11.2 kg 25 lb / 11.3 kg 

Product code UCYHD800A UCYHD801A

MSRP  $925 $925

Specifications
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HD Collectors
Three HD dust collectors are available:

TDFILN03 TDFITE75

TDFILN05 TDSAC93C
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Specifications

HD collector 

with filters

HD collector 

with bag

HD collector 

without bag or filter

Bag/canister capacity 7.15 gal US / 31.5 l 5 gal US / 22 l 9.5 gal US / 41.8 l

Height 41.5 in / 105.4 cm 28.25 in / 71.8 cm 41.5 in / 105.4 cm

Diameter 14.1 in / 35.8 cm 14.1 in / 35.8 cm 14.1 in / 35.8 cm

Weight 28.8 lb / 13.1 kg 17.2 lb / 7.8 kg 27.5 lb / 12.4 kg

Filtration principle Cyclonic action Electrostatic bag Outside exhaust

Product code TDRECP11 TDRECP12 TDRECP05

MSRP $399.95 $299.95 $399.95

HD COLLECTOR WITH FILTERS

Comprises a filtration cage with a height of 15 inches 

(38 cm) and a diameter of 10 inches (25.4 cm). 

The primary filter is made of Fibrotex textile and the 

secondary filter of nylon in order to allow the dust to 

easily glide to the bottom of the canister.

HD COLLECTOR WITH BAG

Its large capacity heavy duty bag allows a 

maximum collection of debris and has reinforced 

stitching around the edges. 

HD COLLECTOR WITHOUT BAG OR FILTER*

This system is equipped with an easy-to-clean 

filtration cage. No additional cleaning accessories 

are required for this model (bags, filters, etc.).

*Warning! This collector is not compatible with the 3-stage motor unit (HD801). 
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Why choose this system? 

It allows you to vacuum dry, humid, and liquid debris and 
even more!

The body is made of heavy duty stainless steel; it will 
never rust.

Absolutely no filters, cages or nets to clean.

The collector automatically empties itself when full.

It is equipped with our anti-agitation system, thus 
minimizing any water returns towards the vacuum entries 
and motors. 

The Wave is very hygienic: it automatically rinses itself 
after each emptying cycle, thereby eliminating all debris 
and foam.

The collector itself has no motor; it can therefore be used 
with Cyclo Vac HD motor units or with any other central 
vacuum system.

It is easy to install.

Follow the Wave

The Wave wet/dry fully automatic collector is a perfect addition to your existing 

commercial Cyclo Vac central vacuum system since it allows for an optimal usage of your 

HD system.

Wave
Collector
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WAVE

Capacity 6.1 gal US / 23.3 l

Height 36 in / 91.44 cm

Diameter 15.5 in / 39.37 cm

Weight 26 lb / 11.79 kg

Product code TDRWAVE01

MSRP $1999

Specifications 

Attention! 
The complete intake and outtake installation kits are required and sold separately:  

Wave 
Collector 
(cont.)

Installation kit 
2" (50 mm) intake / 3" (76 mm) outtake

TFKWABS01A $229.95

Installation kit 
3" (76 mm) intake / 3" (76 mm) outtake

TFKWABS02A $279.95
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Step 1: 
The collector is in standby mode   

(not operating)

��The valve is open. 

Step 2: 
Arrival of debris, liquids and  

the injected water

The Wave is equipped with an internal deflector 

that inhibits the formation of foam and agitation 

inside the collector, thus minimizing a return of 

water towards the vacuum entries and motor(s).

��The valve closes.

Step 3:  
Gradual filling of the collector

The maximum capacity is 6.1 gallons (up to 

the detection rods).

��The valve is closed. 

Step 4:  
Emptying and rinsing 

If the liquid inside the collector comes in 

contact with the detection rods, or once the 

hose is disconnected from the vacuum inlet, 

or the motor unit(s) connected to the Wave 

system are turned off, the emptying cycle will 

automatically start. Within 15 seconds, the 

content of the Wave will be evacuated. After 

the first 2 seconds of the emptying cycle, the 

water jets are activated in order to rinse the 

inside of the collector. This way, we efficiently 

eliminate the debris and foam. 

��The valve opens.

Step 5:  
Restart 

If the emptying cycle was activated by the 

detection rods during the filling phase, the 

system will automatically restart after the 

rinsing cycle is complete (15 seconds).  

��The valve recloses.

How the Wave Collector Works

Internal  
deflector
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Commercial 
Attachments

A vast amount of commercial attachments are offered to optimize the use of the HD 

commercial systems. Whatever your needs may be, the type of surface to be cleaned and 

the type of debris to be vacuumed, we are sure to have the right attachments for you. 

Complete commercial ABS attachment kit 
Dia.  1½"  (3.81 cm)

Kit code Hose length MSRP

ITCOM25ABS 25’ (7.6 m) $266.14

ITCOM50ABS 50’ (15.2 m) $358.56

1. TBO1 ∙ _ _ ∙ GCOM

2. TACOMMP01

3. TACOMMP02

4. TACOMMP03

5. TACOMMP04

6. TACOMMP05

7. TACOMMP06

8. TACOMM08P

9. TACOMM08

10. TASUPPO2

11. TBSUPP01

Complete commercial aluminum attachment kit 
Dia.  1½"  (3.81 cm)

Kit code Hose length MSRP

ITCOM25ALU 25’ (7.6 m) $394.68

ITCOM50ALU 50’ (15.2 m) $487.10

1. TBO1 ∙ _ _ ∙ GCOM

2. TACOMM01

3. TACOMM02

4. TACOMM03

5. TACOMM04

6. TACOMM05

7. TACOMMP06

8. TACOMM08P

9. TACOMM08

10. TASUPPO2

11. TBSUPP01
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Complete pressure washing kit 

Kit code Hose length MSRP

ITCOM50PRE 50’ (15.2 m) $569.42

1. TACOMM11

2. TACOMM12

3. TFWAVE19C

4. TASUPPO2

5. TBSUPPOR

6. TFWAVE31

“Carwash” attachment kit 
Dia.  1½"  (3.81 cm)

Kit code Hose length MSRP

ITLAR25ABS 25’ (7.6 m) $159.48

ITLAR50ABS 50’ (15.2 m) $250.10

1. TBO1 ∙ _ _ ∙ GCOM

2. TACOMM08

3. TACOMM08P

4. TACOMMP03

5. TACOMMP04

6. TACOMMP05

7. TBSUPP01

8. TASUPPO2

“Carwash” attachment kit 
Dia.  1¼"  (3.17 cm)

Kit code Hose length MSRP

ITLA30 30’ (9.1 m) $182.98

ITLA35 35’ (10.7 m) $202.92

1. TBO1 ∙ _ _ ∙ GS

2. TBADABBA

3. TBADABSG

4. TACOMMP03

5. TACOMMP04

6. TACOMMP05

7. TBSUPPOR

8. TASUPPO2
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ABS carpet brush

TACOMMP01 $27.56

ABS floor brush

TACOMMP02 $27.04

ABS dusting brush

TACOMMP03 $13.64

ABS upholstery tool

TACOMMP04 $11.20

ABS squeegee

TACOMMP10 $29.34

Aluminum carpet brush

TACOMM01 $74.60

Aluminum floor brush

TACOMM02 $55.70

Aluminum dusting brush

TACOMM03 $28.82

Aluminum upholstery tool

TACOMM04 $24.80

Aluminum crevice tool

TACOMM05 $28.28

ABS crevice tool, gray

TACOMM09 $14.50

Metal squeegee

TACOMM10 $76.60
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ABS crevice tool

TACOMMP05 $4.22

Long aluminum “S” wand with adapter (2 pcs)

TACOMMP06 $62.72

15" (38 cm) ABS crevice tool

TACOMMP07 $8.50

Commercial hose adapter (end) 

TACOMM08P $24.68

Short swivelling wand

TBMANC11 $18.42

Long aluminum “S” wand with adapter

TACOMM06 $72.40

Curved hose adapter 

TACOMM08 $2.56

Carwash tool

TABRAUT1 $7.60

Pressure washing crevice tool

TACOMM12 $188.74

Pressure washing upholstery tool

TACOMM11 $239.14
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Water extraction wand

TACOMM25 $664.46

Gray commercial hose
Dia.  1½"  (3.81 cm)

TBO125GCOM 25' (7.6 m) $81.54

TBO150GCOM 50' (15.2 m) $163.10

Wave decanter

TFWABS07 $1012.74

Complete 50’ (15.2 m) water pressure 
hose (dia.: 3/8" (0.95 cm))

TFWAVE19C $233.66

Commercial muffler kit

TENSMUHD $29.44

Wave solid interceptor

TFWABS08 $257.24

Brass male connector ¼ 18 NPTF

TFWAVE30 $6.34

3/8" (0.95 cm) brass connector

TFWAVE31 $10.76
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Kit code  MSRP

TFWSWIT24V $80.05

Wave 24 V switch

1. TFWAVE26

2. TFWAVE27

3. TFWAVE28

4. TFWAVE29

Kit code  MSRP

TFWSWITPR  $188.97

Wave 24 V switch & inlet

1. TF1188SV

2. QUISER05

3. TFWSWIT24V
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Head Office

3 Marcel-Ayotte 

Blainville (Quebec)  J7C 5L7

Tel.: 1 888 CYCLOVAC    

Fax: 1 888 232-9485

 
info@cyclovac.com


